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ROBOTBOY “ROBOGUS AND THE G-MACHINE” BY ROBERT DAVID DRAFT

INT. TOMMY’S BEDROOM - MORNING

ON GUS - sound asleep, drooling and <SNORING>.

TOMMY (O.S.)
Gus! Gus! Wake up!

CUT WIDE.  TOMMY, in pajamas, DASHES into the room, waving a 
PACKAGE.  Gus wakes up like a shot -- and falls out of bed.  
<THUD>  The floor shakes from the impact. Gus sits bolt-
upright with a shocked expression.

GUS
JUMBO BACON CHEESE!!

TOMMY
Check this out!  Moshimo just sent 
me an A.I. chip for Robotboy!  

Tommy pulls a small glass case from the package.  CU on a 
MICROCHIP inside the case.  It GLISTENS.

TOMMY (cont’d)
This is gonna be so cool. This chip 
is going to make Robotboy more like 
a real boy than ever. 

GUS
Man the only chip I’m interested in 
is of the potato variety.

TOMMY
We’ll eat as soon as I’m done here. 

Tommy grabs ROBOTBOY (deactivated) off a shelf, opens up a 
hatch on top of his head, and snaps the microchip in place. 

TOMMY
Okay, chip’s in place.  Just gotta 
look up how to activate it...

Tommy picks up a manual from the package, flipping through 
it.  Gus looks in no way interested.  His stomach <GROWLS> 
and <RUMBLES>.

GUS
Fine. Who needs ya? The G-Man is 
prepared for just such emergencies.



Gus whips out a metal case from his pajama pocket and 
<CLICKS> it open.  <SFX: AIR DECOMPRESSION>.  Frigid air 
spills out, revealing a pre-prepared HOTDOG inside.

Gus, drooling, <CHOMPS> down -- but <SPLOINK!> the hotdog 
flies from the bun and lands inside Robotboy's head!  

Gus, ALARMED, throws a look over at Tommy, who still has his 
nose buried in the manual.

Gus, trying to act casual, sidles over to Robotboy’s open 
head.  He bends over and UNFURLS his tongue.

INSIDE ROBOTBOY’S HEAD:  Gus’ tongue PROBES for the HOTDOG.

TOMMY
(still studying manual)

Oh, OK. All I gotta do is enter the 
code on this keypad. 

Tommy picks up a hand-held TECH PAD and punches in some 
numbers.

BACK INSIDE ROBOTBOY’S HEAD: Gus’ tongue misses the hotdog 
and touches the MICROCHIP -- just as it <ACTIVATES>!

CUT WIDE.  Gus and Robotboy PULSATE WITH WILD ENERGY!  CRACK! 
BRRRZZZT!  There’s a FLASH OF LIGHT and BOOM - Gus and 
Robotboy are sent flying across the room!

GUS/ROBOTBOY
Yaaaahhhh!!!!!  Whaaaaaa!!!!

Tommy runs to them PANICKED!  Gus and Robotboy lay on the 
floor, singed.  Tommy kneels beside them.

TOMMY
OH NO!!  WHAT HAPPENED?!

(surprised, spots hotdog)
Wait.. what’s this?!

Tommy pulls the hotdog out of Robotboy’s head.  Suddenly, 
Robotboy’s eyes LIGHT UP.  He springs to his feet and 
snatches the hotdog!  He SPEAKS -- in Gus’ voice:

ROBOTBOY
Hands off the dog, dawg. That’s 
property of the G-Man!

TOMMY
Robotboy...?! 

(turns to Gus)
Gus, Robotboy sounds just like you!
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Strangely, Gus starts to <GIGGLE> -- in Robotboy’s voice:

GUS
Hee hee hee! Robotboy have big 
tummy! 

Tommy <GASPS>!  He looks back and forth between them.  
Robotboy stands in a Gus-like pose, picking his nose. Gus 
looks at his hands then pokes himself in the eye on purpose.  
Tommy steps back in shock...

TOMMY
Oh no... no, no, no... NO!

INT. MOSHIMO’S SECRET LABORATORY - DAY

PROFESSOR MOSHIMO and MIU MIU, dressed in whites, are doing 
some indoor lawn bowling.  Suddenly, Moshimo’s watch <BEEPS>. 
He presses a button on it and talks into it. 

PROFESSOR MOSHIMO (cont’d)
Hello, Tommy!  Have you installed 
the A.I. chip I sent you?

CU of watch: we see Tommy’s face. 

TOMMY
Yes, Professor!  But there was an 
accident and I think Robotboy and 
Gus have somehow - SWITCHED BRAINS!

INT. TOMMY’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Robotboy-in-Gus (”ROBOGUS”) and Gus-in-Robotboy (”THE G-
MACHINE”) turn to each other, both stunned.

ROBOGUS
Robotboy now... a real boy?

THE G-MACHINE
And the G-man is now the G... 
MACHINE?!!! 

ROBOGUS/THE G-MACHINE
YES!

They slap each other HIGH FIVES!  Tommy and Moshimo (in watch 
projection) look on dismayed. 

TOMMY
Professor, what’ll we do?!
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PROFESSOR MOSHIMO
I don’t know. This is most 
unprecedented. But until I figure 
it out, you’d better keep them out 
of trouble. 

TOMMY
Easy for you to say.  

DEB (O.S.)
Boys!  Breakfast is ready!

THE G-MACHINE
Yes!  Chow time for the G-Machine!

TOMMY
Gus - NO!  You can’t go down there! 

THE G-MACHINE (cont’d)
I’m a butt-kicking super-robot, 
son. I can go anywhere I want!  

The G-Machine starts toward the door. Tommy yanks him back.

TOMMY
Look, I’d deactivate you right now 
if I didn’t think it would kill 
you. Now “Gus” and I are gonna go 
down and eat, and you’re gonna stay 
here and keep out of trouble. You 
got it? 

The G-Machine pouts.

THE G-MACHINE
I could superactivate and waste 
your butt. You know that?

Tommy just glares at him, grabs Robogus and leaves the room.

INT. TOMMY’S KITCHEN - SOON AFTER

Robogus, Tommy and DWIGHT sit at the kitchen table. Dwight 
stares at Robogus who is pulling out his hair.  DEB heaps 
giant waffles with elaborate toppings onto Robogus’ plate.

ROBOGUS
Ouch!  He he he he.

DEB
Here you go, Gus.  Waffles with 
fruit, chocolate, and pickle relish 
-- your favorite!
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ROBOGUS
That silly. Robotboy no eat. 

Deb looks confused. Dwight looks up from his paper.

DWIGHT
What’s with him?

TOMMY
(trying to cover)

He fell out of bed and hit his 
head.

(to Robogus, very 
deliberately)

That’s OK, Gus, you can eat all you 
want. 

Robogus picks up his plate and stares at it curiously. Then 
he pushes the plate into his face, smearing food all over it. 

Dwight and Deb stare in disbelief then exchange worried 
looks.

Tommy looks at his parents nervously. 

TOMMY
Heh heh.

INT. TOMMY’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

The G-Machine paces around the room, bored. 

THE G-MACHINE
What good is it being a 
transforming power-bot if I can’t 
mess something up?  

He looks out the window and he sees some kids playing 
basketball.  

A panel opens in his arm revealing a PINCER on a cable.

He fires the pincer at the ball. The cable unspools.

OUTSIDE: the pincer reaches the ball. It squeezes it and POPS 
it. The kids freak.   

The cable quickly reels the pincer back into G-Machine’s arm.

THE G-MACHINE (cont’d)
Boo-ya! That’s what I’m talkin
‘bout! 
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INT. TOMMY’S KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS

All of the food and everything else that was on the table is 
caked all over Robogus who is happily chewing the last of the 
tablecloth.  Dwight and Deb are splattered with food and in a 
state of shock. 

Suddenly, Tommy’s eyes go wide! HIS POV: Through the window 
behind Deb we see THE G-MACHINE fly in, pick up a car parked 
on the street and chuck it into the horizon!

TOMMY
Uh, gotta go. 

He grabs Robogus and pulls him away from the table. 

EXT. THE STREET OUTSIDE TOMMY’S HOUSE - SOON AFTER

The G-Machine has ripped the basketball stanchion out of the 
ground and is using it to smash parked cars. 

THE G-MACHINE
Yeah! Bring it!

Suddenly, Tommy’s hand ENTERS FRAME and yanks him O.S.

WIDE TO REVEAL - Tommy and Robogus.  Tommy stuffs The G-
Machine into his BACKPACK.  

TOMMY
All right, Gus! That’s enough out 
of you!

EXT. TOMMY’S SCHOOL -ESTABLISHING - DAY

Kids are milling about, entering the school.

INT. TOMMY’S SCHOOL - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

On Tommy and Robogus walking down the hall. Robogus happily 
imitates other kids as they pass,

Close on Tommy’s backpack. The G-Machine struggles to get 
out. 

THE G-MACHINE
Let me out of here, man! 

TOMMY
You stay in there. I don’t trust 
you. 
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ON ROBOGUS. His eyes are filled with wonder as he passes all 
the students. He smiles at one of them. 

ROBOGUS
Hi!

The student shoots him a NASTY LOOK and turns away. He taps a 
female student on the shoulder.

ROBOGUS
(to a female student)

Good morning!

The girl looks at her arm as if he’d just rubbed dung on it.

STUDENT
Ew!

She runs away. 

Robotboy looks sad. He turns to Tommy. 

ROBOGUS
Why no one like Robotboy? 

TOMMY
It’s not you, Robotboy. You just 
have the bad luck of being in Gus’s 
body. He’s not the most popular kid 
in school. 

THE G-MACHINE
That’s it! I don’t have to sit here 
and be insulted. I’m the G-Machine!

He bursts out of Tommy’s backpack and lands on the ground. 

TOMMY
Gus! 

Tommy tries to grab him but the G-Machine is too fast. He 
takes off. 

THE G-MACHINE
Later man! The G-machine’s got 
stuff to do. 

INT. SCHOOL - ANOTHER HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS 

Kurt, Mookie and Stu swagger down the hallway. A small kid 
drinks at a drinking fountain. Kurt casually pushes the kid’s 
head into the water. The bullies snicker. 
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On a row of lockers. One of the lockers opens enough to 
reveal The G-Machine inside. 

THE G-MACHINE
Time for some payback. 

He fires off a pair of small ROBOTIC BUGS. 

The bugs fly through the air and land on the seat of Kurt’s 
pants.

The bugs quickly eat away at Kurt’s pants making his butt 
show.

KURT
Yahh!

Other kids laugh. 

THE G-MACHINE
In your face!

He zips off before anyone can see him. 

IN ANOTHER HALLWAY:

Tommy and Robogus walk toward a girl carrying a big pile of 
books as she walks past the janitor who is mopping the floor.  
The girl starts slipping on the wet floor. 

ROBOGUS
I help.

Robogus runs over and catches her and all of her books. She’s 
shocked.

GIRL
Gus? You saved me?

Robogus just smiles at her. She smiles back. 

BY A KIOSK:   

MOOKIE stands reading the kiosk as a tall HULKING STUDENT 
walks by. Suddenly, The G-Machine flies in, punches the 
Hulking Student in the back of the head, then flies off.

The Hulking Student spins, but the G-Machine is gone.  
Instead he sees Mookie.  He pulls Mookie’s hat down around 
his entire body, and CHUCKS him down the hall.

Cut to the G-Machine, watching from behind a soda machine.
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THE G-MACHINE
You lose, sucka!

INT. SCHOOL CLASSROOM - DAY

A TEACHER scrawls a complicated math problem on the board. 

TEACHER
Who can solve this problem for me? 
How about you, Charlie?

CHARLIE
(sweating it)

Uh...uh...let’s see...

Reveal Robogus sitting next to Charlie. He stares at the 
blackboard, then whispers to Charlie. 

ROBOGUS
33 point 5.

Charlie looks at him surprised. Then turns to the teacher.

CHARLIE
33 point 5?

TEACHER
Very good, Charlie. Excellent. 

Charlie beams. Then turns to Gus.

CHARLIE
Wow. Thanks, Gus. What’s with your 
voice? 

Tommy leans in.

TOMMY
Head cold.

INT. CAFETERIA - DAY

Stu struts down an aisle carrying a tray-load of food. 

The G-Machine, crouched under a table, turns his eyes into 
super-bright high beams and points them at Stu. 

Stu’s POV: The bright lights shine in his eyes, temporarily 
blinding him. 

STU
Yah!
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He stumbles about, knocks into a table and sends his tray of 
food flying. 

The other kids laugh uproariously. 

THE G-MACHINE
(exulting)

Yeah, you feel me, chump?!

Suddenly, a hand reaches down and grabs the G-Machine. It’s 
Tommy. 

TOMMY
Gus, are you insane? You can’t use 
Robotboy’s powers to take revenge 
on people. 

THE G-MACHINE
Listen Tommy, you gotta let the G-
Machine be the G-Machine! Later!

The G-Machine flies upward, smashing through a skylight. Kids 
scream.

INT. SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

Robogus is on stage, alone and under a spotlight, performing 
a piano recital. He’s amazing.  Brilliant.  In the audience, 
students and teachers watch in awe.  

Robogus finishes with a flourish. The crowd <CHEERS>.

EXT. SCHOOL PLAYGROUND - CONTINUOUS

The school is out for recess. Robogus sits at a picnic table, 
surrounded by group of kids 

GIRL
Hi Gus. Do you want to play 
kickball with us?

BOY
Hey Gus, want to go get some candy 
with us? We’re buying. 

Robogus beams. 

ROBOGUS
I want play with all new friends.

ELSEWHERE ON THE PLAYGROUND:
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Kurt, Mookie, and Stu watch the scene with Robogus. Kurt has 
a big piece of cardboard covering his butt. Stu has band-aids 
and bruises on his face. Mookie’s clothes are stained with 
food. 

KURT
All these bad thing happening to us 
for no good reason, but I’m 
thinking it’s got something to do 
with that.

PAN TO REVEAL - Robogus being carried around the playground 
by a bunch of kids like a wave.

KIDS
GUS! GUS! GUS! GUS!

ROBOGUS
Hee hee hee!  

BACK ON KURT, MOOKIE, AND STU. 

STU 
Yeah, I could swear I heard that 
gas bag’s voice right after I got a 
beatdown.

MOOKIE
I heard him too. 

KURT
Me too. Let’s go. 

They stride off toward Robogus. 

ON THE KIDS CARRYING ROBOGUS. 

KIDS
GUS! GUS! GUS!

KURT (O.S.) 
Hey Chunky! We need a word with 
you.

The kids all vanish dropping Robogus on his BUTT. Kurt, Stu 
and Mookie, glare at Robogus menacingly.

ROBOGUS
Hi. You friends too?

KURT
Yeah. Good friends. Let’s go play. 

They move in toward him menacingly, clenching their fists. 
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ROBOGUS
You want fight? I fight. 

He leaps into a pose to superactivate! But - <RIIIIP!> his 
pants split up the back.

KURT, STU AND MOOKIE 
Hahahahaha!

Kurt, Stu and Mookie move in for the kill. Robogus’s eyes go 
wide. 

EXT. THE PARKING LOT OUTSIDE THE PLAYGROUND - CONTINUOUS

Tommy chases after the G-Machine with a butterfly net.

TOMMY
Gus, come back here!

The G-Machine flies down underneath a car.  Tommy skids to a 
stop.  He spots something in the side mirror.  He <GASPS> and 
spins to face the playground.

HIS POV: Kurt, Stu and Mookie chase Robogus in circles.  
Robogus runs, arms flailing!

TOMMY (cont’d)
Oh no!  Robotboy!  Gus, you’ve 
gotta save him!

<SFX: O.S. CAR CRUNCHING SOUNDS.>

THE G-MACHINE (O.S.)
I thought you said I couldn’t 
reveal myself.  Besides, I’m busy.

CUT WIDE TO REVEAL he’s created a tall, elaborate HOUSE OF 
CARS out of the cars in the parking lot.

TOMMY
But Kurt is gonna kick his butt!  I 
mean your butt!  I mean -- you know 
what I mean!

THE G-MACHINE
Well, it’s not my butt anymore.

TOMMY
Gus, you’re the only one who can 
save him!

THE G-MACHINE
His butt, his problem.
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EXT. THE PLAYGROUND - CONTINUOUS

Robogus STRUGGLES and SQUIRMS -- STUCK INSIDE A BASKETBALL 
NET!  Down below, Kurt, Stu and Mookie dribble BASKETBALLS. 

They start pelting Robogus with basketballs.

ROBOGUS
Oof! Ow! Stop!

KURT
Ha! Listen to him! What a wuss! 

Stu and Mookie bust out laughing.  ON ROBOGUS - Suddenly, his 
eyes HARDEN.

ROBOGUS
(to himself)

Robotboy no wuss! Robotboy... 
fighter!

ENRAGED, he flexes his BELLY.  The net rips to SHREDS!  
Robogus drops to the ground!

Kurt, Stu and Mookie step back -- SHOCKED.  

Robogus looks down at his belly -- ALSO SHOCKED.

ROBOGUS (cont’d)
Whoa.  Gus belly good weapon.

Stu whips a basketball at him. Robogus catches it with his 
belly.  The ball disappears in the folds of his fat.  He then 
thrusts his belly forward.  The ball fires out like a 
projectile -- smacking into Stu and sending him flying.

STU
<IMPACT GRUNT!>

Mookie swings a JUMP ROPE like NUNCHUCKS!

MOOKIE
<MARTIAL ARTS COMBAT NOISES>

Mookie rushes Robogus. Just as he approaches, Robogus belches 
in his face. The fumes stop Mookie dead in his tracks. He 
crumples.

MOOKIE
<COUGHING NOISES>
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Kurt eyes Robogus nervously, not sure what to do. Robogus 
smiles, then curls himself into a big ball of blubber and 
rolls after Kurt like a boulder. Kurt turns tail and runs, 
screaming in terror.

KURT
Yaaaa -- OOF!

Robogus rolls over Kurt -- flattening him.

Robogus stands up. The students approach him - stunned.

STUDENTS
Whoa!/Awesome!/Go Gus!

EXT. THE PARKING LOT OUTSIDE THE PLAYGROUND - CONTINUOUS

Tommy and the G-Machine, still holding a car in one hand, 
watch - stunned. 

THE G-MACHINE
Dang! See what I did there?

Tommy gives him a look.

Just then, Tommy’s watch BEEPS.  MOSHIMO appears.

PROFESSOR MOSHIMO
Good news, Tommy!  I’ve figured out 
how to reverse the accident!  All I 
need to do is beam two 
electromagnetic waves, one to Gus 
and one to Robotboy. Here goes.  

Moshimo flips a switch. 

IN THE SKY: Two magnetic waves head toward the earth. 

ON THE G-MACHINE: A wave hits him. There’s a big flash and a 
<BRRRZZZT!>.

Robotboy looks at his body. He now speaks in his own voice:

ROBOTBOY
Robotboy sad. Not real boy any 
more.

TOMMY
I’m sorry, pal. But it’s good to 
have you back. 

ON ROBOGUS: A wave hits him with a flash and a <BRRRRZZZT!>
Gus looks at his familiar body in disappointment. 
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GUS
(in his own voice)

Aw, man! Not having superpowers 
bites!

STUDENTS (O.S.)
Hooray for Gus! The G-Man rules!

All the students rush Gus to congratulate him. Gus’s face 
lights up. 

GUS
That’s right, I’m bad!  Who wants 
to touch me?

His classmates pick him up and carry him away.

As Gus and the classmates disappear into the school - PAN TO 
REVEAL - Tommy and Robotboy watching.  Tommy rolls his eyes; 
Robotboy looks sad.

ROBOTBOY
It not fair. Everybody like Gus for 
what Robotboy did.  

Tommy looks knowingly at Robotboy.

TOMMY
Don't worry Ro, things will be back 
to normal in no time.

GUS (O.S.)
YAAAAAAAAAHHHHH!!!

Suddenly, Gus bolts from the school -- pursued by an ANGRY 
MOB OF TEACHERS AND CLASSMATES!

TEACHERS AND CLASSMATES
GET HIM! He stole my lunch! He 
called me butt breath! He cut one 
on me! 

They speed past Tommy and Robotboy.  

TOMMY
See?  Told you.

On Robotboy’s look of surprise, and Tommy’s knowing smile:

FADE OUT.
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